
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
Gabadage, Adams, and Louis Administration

The mission of the Student Government Association (SGA) is to provide FSU students with representation, services, and
advocacy within the university structure. The SGA provides quality leadership for, and accountability to, its constituency

by recognizing that strength arises from diversity, engagement, and dialogue.

Call to Order
A meeting of the Executive Cabinet was held in Union on 8/25/22 at 5:05 PM
Attendees included: (7)

● Kenley Adams - Student Body Vice President
● Jack Hitchcock - Administrative Director
● Dellissia Hendricks - Director of Outreach
● Juan Bustamante - Director of Sustainability
● Kaitlynn Adams - Director of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
● Liz Iaconis - Director of Academic Engagement
● Sam Youngston - Director of Investment
● Savannah Stewart - Director of Special Projects

Members not in attendance included:
● Rodney Wells - Director of External Affairs
● Mike Delcin - Director of Communications
● VACANT - Director of Accessibility
● VACANT - Director of Wellness

Agenda Items
1. Check-In
2. Cabinet Minutes Taking
3. Importance of Being Early, Camera On
4. Cabinet Updates Document
5. Roundtable Reports

Roundtable Reports
● Kenley Adams - Student Body Vice President

○ Kenley will always be available for anything that we need. FSUnite has been a big
burden recently but will pay off soon. Daylyn has been helping a lot with everything.

● Jack Hitchcock - Administrative Director
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○ There are definitely some projects that can wait for new people to come in but there
are projects that I do not believe can wait. This is why I want to go ahead and
accomplish an accessibility project that I am passionate about. If we can make an
extension to the website for people to report handicap door buttons being broken,
that is going to be extremely beneficial for the people that need to use those
buttons. So, to accomplish this project, I am going to make a few signs to put above
every single handicap door button with a qr code to the link to report it. Once they
are able to report it, we can then use that information to find ones that break often
and report them to administration.

○ Another passion project that I have had since I talked with the Student Body
President at University of Alabama is instituting an all-women’s honorary on campus.
This will allow the around 58% women on FSU’s campus to have another outlet to
express themselves within their community besides for greek life. This will also serve
as a huge pull for the Women's Student Union, which is currently one of the smallest,
if not the smallest, agency on campus. I have already met with Emma Daly, Director
of WSU, and Katie Simon, Membership Chair of WSU, to discuss this project and they
are all on board. Kaitlynn will be assisting in this project moving forward so that my
input, a mans, is not going to have an adverse opinion on the Women’s-Only
Honorary.

● Dellissia Hendricks - Director of Outreach
○ In contact with Dr. Hecht to do Student Union takeovers. Had meetings with Dr.

Bowden to see if we could rent out the bowling alleys and bring in catering and
showcase Student Government and how to get involved

○ Just started NOLES PR Community that highlights agencies, bureaus, and projects
to have their PR person represent the organization and mass pub events that each of
them are having. We have started with FSUnite pubbing to ensure that all of the
agencies are supporting each other.

● Juan Bustamante - Director of Sustainability
○ Two meetings with Dr. Filar and with the Food Pantry, a rep. From CARE, and one

from Sustainable Campus. He is really interested in doing a Presidential Scholars
initiative and how we can help them and how they can help us, especially with
sustainability initiatives. Every football game they have a event to have a recycling
program to have someone to clean and man the initiative with Garnet and Gold Goes
Green.

○ Hosting an event like PowerofWe’s the longest table and have it be full of
conversations about sustainability and Presidential Scholars. They have fantastic
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other events like the garden but lack in man hours and volunteers like at the Garnet
and Gold Goes Green football games.

○ Conversations were also had about sustainable transportation. If we focus on bike
theft prevention, then we can promote people using the bikes. Promoting education
on what apps to use and what bike locks are most helpful.

○ For sustainability, we could also do a lot for maps with locations like the food pantry
and you are able to do that on the bus system as well.

○ Having a meeting with Sarah Williams from Seminole Dining to bring out food
vendors to give food to students and he wants to transfer that into a routine thing to
have a food expo and take advantage of the idea and go forward with it to benefit
students.

○ Food markets around Tallahassee get double EBT/SNAP benefits through Feeding
Florida and see what she thinks about expanding that to FSU’s campus.

○ FSU Panama City wrote resolutions to limit car idling and Go Green and utilizing
existing resources to limit waste.

● Kaitlynn Adams - Director of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
○ We could add an Agency Handbook! Like where to find resources for each of the

organizations and how to get involved with each of the positions.
○ We really want to make sure that the agencies are feeling supported in everything

that they are doing. This includes having educational opportunities for intersectional
identities.

○ Liz talked to Ash Soto about doing a sustainable clothing drive. If we connect with
topics like canceling fast fashion, then we can get the attention of a lot of people.

○ We really want to make sure that we are not forcing people to be there that do not
want to be there and put the performative nature of those events into the events
that the agencies would be hosting. We need to ensure we are supporting the
agencies in these events.

○ Main thing right now is making initial connections, especially Brianne Basdeo, to
ensure we are accomplishing the things that have been in motion. Will be setting up
meetings with the DEI officers from the FSA and SUS institutions.

○ We also want to make sure that organizations who have advisors leave have
resources available to them. Accomplishing this with connecting people with

○ Menstrual projects! Making sure menstrual products are able to be put in Union
bathrooms and put there discreetly.
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○ Kait is also going to be looking heavily into making modules and DEI certificates.
There are programs that are in place for faculty and staff but the hosting Center is
splitting currently and will be relocated to another department.

● Liz Iaconis - Director of Academic Engagement
○ In conversation with Kait about intersectional identities with educational events on

behalf and with the Agencies. This would be working with the clothing closet and
Pride Student Union to host a sustainable clothing drive to make sure the people get
the clothes that they need.

○ Liz has been meeting with AICE to jumpstart the peer-mentorship program. Talked
to Jack Hitchcock and we decided to change it into increasing the publicity of the
resources that already exist. Especially  tutoring.fsu.edu and making sure people are
aware of these projects. These departments have review videos that are made by
FSU grad students that we can focus on expanding into social sciences and
humanities and even increasing STEM tutoring and video help.

○ Expanding group tutoring is a massive priority for Liz to increase funding for these
departments. These resources that we want are already in place, we just have to
worry about the demand turning into a run on supply. We also need to focus on
maybe putting study group possibilities on  Campus Connect.

● Mike Delcin - Director of Communications (given by Jack Hitchcock)
○ Mike and Dellissia accepted a project that I [Jack] am passionate about. Recreating

the SGA guide is something that I have always wanted to do and Mike and Dellissia
have decided that they want to as well. Mike is fixing to begin the project while
Dellissia is working out some of the information with what we are going to put in the
handbook. Mike has also been working heavily on graphics and making sure that we
have a bunch of stuff lined up for FSUnite and future posts.

● Sam Youngston - Director of Investment
○ Appointed to the SGA Commission, setting up a meeting with Jack Rowan to find a

leadership position in the Commission.
○ In addition to the Commission, form a similar body to work to make sure the

different parts of SGA are working the way that they should be and getting the
traction that they need.

● Savannah Stewart - Director of Special Projects
○ Drafting the invitation to the State of the Student Body Address, Nimna will send the

past year’s invitation to Savannah to make sure she has.
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○ There is a column that we have set up with FSView to find out about SGA and how
SGA and what we do. Especially highlighting the projects that we have already
accomplished, especially Liz’s addition of the GPA calculator to my.fsu.edu.

○ There are a few other ideas to improve accessibility to SGA, working on a newsletter,
having an email sent out, VAM podcast, the FSUView column, and highlighting
completed projects on the @fsusga Instagram account.

○ We need to make sure that we are promoting the projects that we have completed.
● VACANT - Director of Accessibility
● VACANT - Director of Wellness

Discussion
● Kaitlynn - Jack, how are we going to ensure that the Women’s only honorary includes all

individuals, especially those who identify as transgender.
● Jack - That is actually something that Emma, Katie and I talked about in our meeting. It is

illegal to discriminate based on gender in the US, so membership cannot be denied based
on gender-identity, even if a man would like to join the group. In creating their Constitution,
we have already included the diversity statement which covers each identity group. We also
talked about how if non-binary people would like to apply, they will absolutely be
encouraged to do so.

–
● Sam - Promoting sustainability with bike protection can and do go hand in hand. If we are

able to effectively slow or prevent the stealing of bikes on campus, then students are more
likely to choose greener transportation like bikes. If we are able to install security cameras
on top of the blue lights, this will help the campus tremendously.

● Savannah - I think if we were to put up fake cameras near where the bikes are getting
stolen from, that would definitely solve our issue in the short term. Cameras are incredibly
expensive and fake cameras will scare people into doing what is right.

● Juan - Something really important to remember is that you have to register your bikes with
FSUPD to be able to file a claim if yours gets stolen. Only then will they be able to help with
the theft.

● Jack - From what I remember, Faith Jankowski, former Sec. of Student Life was saying that
all of the blue lights have cameras on top of them and FSUPD has a map of every square
inch that is covered by those lights. If we put up a sign telling people to register their bikes
before they park and make it very easy to do so, then FSUPD is able to help find the bike.
Also, we can put up a few signs that say “this area is under high surveillance” then we are
able to effectively slow bike theft.
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● Liz - Presidential Scholars is also always looking for volunteers to help with sustainability
practices like Garnet and Gold Goes Green. In my meeting with Dr. Filar, he emphasized this
need for sustainability.

–
● Kenley - There are quite a few good things that we can accomplish with these agency

educational events. A lot of what we have been hearing is that the educational events do
not have the highest turnout by any means necessary. So, when we are looking at these
events and the best ways to promote the agencies, we might want to just take their
recommendations on face. Whatever they decide from the Google Form that was sent out,
we should take those into more serious consideration rather than what we think would be
best for them.

● Jack Hitchcock - Agrees with Kenley’s sentiments. We need to make sure that we are doing
what the agencies want directly, not just doing what we think is best for them, especially
when we do not represent their communities. The best thing that we can do is take the list
of things that agencies think we can do better and make a public checklist and by the end
of the semester be able to check all of the things off. Especially for an agency that has
already filled it out, we can definitely say we accomplished helping the agencies with
marketing and promoting the events, through our creation of NOLES.

–
● Jack Hitchcock - We want to highlight the directors for their accomplishments. Once a

week, we are going to have a post congratulating people for their individual
accomplishments and how they are playing into the platform and their personal projects.
We want to make sure that the Directors get the recognition they deserve while making
sure the Student Body knows about our accomplishments.

Announcements
● Liz Iaconis - House Bill 7 is going to be a big game changer in how we are all interacting

and how people can teach. Keep in mind when we are talking about all of these different
areas how some things can be affected.

Adjournment
A meeting of the Executive Cabinet was adjourned at 6:54 PM

Minute Keeper: Jack Hitchcock
Date: 8/25/22
Approved By: Jack Hitchcock
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